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Abstract

Background The risk of obtaining a postsurgical infection

depends highly on the air quality surrounding the exposed

tissue, surgical instruments, and materials. Many isolators

for open surgery have been invented to create a contained

sterile volume around the exposed tissue. With the use of

an isolator, a surgical procedure can be performed outside

sterile environments. The goal of this study was to design

an Isolator System (IS) for standard laparoscopic instru-

ments while instrument movements are not restricted.

Methods The developed IS consists of a sleeve to protect

the instrument shaft and tip and a special balloon to protect

the incision and trocar tube. A coupling mechanism con-

nected at the sleeve allows instrument changes without

contamination of the isolated parts. Smoke tests were

performed to show that outside air does not enter the new

IS during a simulated laparoscopic procedure. Eight test

runs and one baseline run inside a contained volume filled

with thick smoke were performed to investigate whether

smoke particles entered the Isolator System. Filters were

used to identify smoke entering the Isolator System.

Results Seven filters showed no trace of smoke particles.

In one test run, a part of the IS loosened and a small brown

spot was visible. The filter from the baseline run was

completely covered with a thick layer of particles, proving

the effectiveness of the test. During all test runs, the iso-

lated instrument was successfully locked on and unlocked

from the isolated trocar. Instrument movements gave no

complications. After removal of the isolated instrument, it

took three novices an average of 3.1 (standard deviation

(SD), 0.7) seconds to replace it correctly on the isolated

trocar.

Conclusions The designed IS for laparoscopy can

increase sterility in environments where sterility cannot be

guaranteed. The current design is developed for laparos-

copy, but it can easily be adapted for other fields in min-

imally invasive surgery.

Keywords Laparoscopy � Minimally invasive surgery �
Isolator systems � Infection prevention � Trocar friction

Postsurgical infections

Postsurgical infections (PSI) are still common after mini-

mally invasive surgery. A review of 16 articles on the

subject revealed an average of 4.02% intra-abdominal

infections after laparoscopic surgery [1]. A PSI does not

only cause the patient great discomfort but could become

life threatening if the patient is in poor condition [2–10].

Infections can occur if the patient’s exposed tissue makes

contact with airborne particles or surfaces carrying harmful

microorganisms. One way to reduce the risk of infection is

to minimize contact between incision, instruments, and

possibly contaminating air or surfaces [1]. In well-resour-

ced hospitals, this goal is realized by strictly controlling the

environment in the operating room. Expensive air control

devices are installed to create laminar air flow and the

operating rooms are pressurized. Furthermore, special

clothing and disposable covering material for medical
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equipment are used to increase safety. To reduce the risk of

infection even further, antibiotics are used before or after

surgery. In some hospitals in underdeveloped countries,

antibiotics are used in more than 80% of all surgical pro-

cedures [11]. Despite these and other precautions, infec-

tions still cause a major financial burden that may be as

much as $4,000 per case [2–5].

Surgical isolators

Instead of reducing the number of potentially dangerous

particles, microorganisms, or viruses inside the entire

operating room, it is possible to create a small, sterile

environment around the patient or surgical area (Fig. 1).

This small, sterile environment can be useful if surgery is

performed inside a nonsterile environment or if a patient is

infected with a contagious disease and contamination of the

environment needs to be prevented. Already at the begin-

ning of the 20th century, surgeons, bacteriologists, and

technicians experimented with partially isolated sterile

environments in which surgical procedures were per-

formed. The design of these ‘‘isolators’’ depended on

diverse aspects, such as body (part) length, the procedure

performed, and the environment [12–22]. Most of the

experimental isolators effectively decreased the risk on PSI

or contamination of the environment but were never suc-

cessfully commercialized. Some surgeons suggest that

current isolators often are not used because they are not

user-friendly, are time consuming, and they restrict vision

and arm movement during surgery [23, 24].

Minimally invasive surgery isolator

Usually, instruments for minimally invasive surgery (MIS)

are guided by trocars. They allow endoscopic instruments

to move with 4 degrees of freedom (DOF) and without

friction between instrument and anatomic layers (Fig. 2).

Most trocars are equipped with valves that prevent outflow

of gas from the pneumoperitoneum. For each individual

MIS procedure, trocars are strategically placed to allow

endoscopic instruments to reach and manipulate tissue

where needed inside the anatomic cavity. If instrument,

trocar, anatomic cavity, and incision are isolated from the

environment at all time, the risk of contamination of the

patient or contamination of the environment caused by a

contagious-diseased patient could drastically decrease.

However, large movements of long instruments around the

incisions make existing isolators difficult or, in most cases,

impossible to use.

An isolator, specially designed for standard endoscopic

instruments, could increase safety while movements of the

instruments are not restricted. During use, the procedure

performed with the isolator must resemble the same pro-

cedure performed during common practice. Furthermore,

the risk of complications other than infection should not

increase. Because the chance of surgical errors seems

related to the mental load of the surgeon and staff, it is

obvious that a new isolator should be intuitive to use and

not add extra complexity to the procedure or operating

room [25, 26]. This new type of isolator might be the

solution for MIS performed in underdeveloped areas, out-

patient clinics, or intervention rooms where poor air con-

ditions can cause infections. In case of contagious diseases,

such as hepatitis or HIV, the Isolator System could protect

the operating room and personnel against contaminated

tissue and migrating cells coming from the patient.

Materials and methods

The current research consists of two parts. The first goal is

to design a simple and low-cost new Isolator System for
Fig. 1 Schematic of an Isolator System for open surgery on the

abdominal cavity [18]

Fig. 2 Movement in 4 DOF of an instrument guided by a trocar
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MIS. The second goal is to test the functionality of this

Isolator System, especially built for laparoscopic

procedures.

Isolator System development

For qualification of the functionality of the new Isolator

System for laparoscopy, a number of design specifications

were established. The most important design specifications

are listed in the first and second column of Table 1.

In the literature, knowledge about design specifications

required for isolators for MIS is not available. During a

literature study, different instruments, trocar systems and

methods for common minimally invasive procedures were

investigated. Forces, torques, and movements were mea-

sured during a simulated laparoscopic procedure performed

with the commonly used Endopath Excel� trocar system in

combination with a standard laparoscopic instrument. To

see if the new Isolator System does not increase complexity

during surgery, a laparoscopic procedure performed with

Table 1 Most important design specifications

Design requirements Required value Actual value

Inserting instrumenta 1 hand 1–2 hands

Removal instrument 2 hands 2 hands

Mass (g)b Max. 500 270

Movements, instrument in trocar 4 DOF 4 DOF

Rotations around incision 140�, all directions [140�, all directions

Axial movements, instruments 80% of shaft length 90% of shaft length

Axial rotations around instrument shaft 360� [360�
Interface 1 manual actuator (button/handle/etc.) 1 button

Time to install or remove instrument \5 s \4 s install

\1 s remove

Extra preparation timec \10 min \3 min

Particle reductiond [95% &100%e

Friction instrument during axial movements 0.35 N \0.05 N

Applied pressure on manual actuator (N/mm2) 1 \0.5

Instrument changes (times per system) 20 [20

Shaft length instruments (mm) Max. 350 Max. 350

Shaft diameter instruments (mm) Max. 11 Max. 11

DOF degrees of freedom
a Two hands are required when the isolated instrument is placed without visual feedback
b Mass includes the complete Isolator System, including trocar pin and tube for three instruments
c Time spend inside the operating room (OR); extra time required to wrap and sterilize the instruments outside the OR is not included
d Percentage based on difference between particles found on baseline-run filter (without isolator) and test-run filters (with isolator)
e No particles found on the filters of the seven successful test runs (after the second unsuccessful run, the design has been improved)

Fig. 3 Placement of the sterile trocar in chronological order. A After

the incision is made inside the abdomen, the protection layer is peeled

from the Trocar Isolator pad. B Pad is placed over the incision. C

Trocar is pressed trough the Trocar Isolator pad and manipulated

trough the different tissue layers. D Trocar pin is removed. E and F
Isolated instrument is locked on the isolated trocar
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the new Isolator System must be comparable with a pro-

cedure performed without the Isolator System. The number

of instrument changes is estimated at 20 per procedure per

trocar. To keep the Isolator System portable and light-

weight it should not weigh more than 500 g in total. If a

simple manual actuator, e.g., button or handle, is used to

install or remove the isolator, operating this actuator should

not require more than one hand. The best concept devel-

oped during the design process is presented in Fig. 3.

The complete system is built around a newly developed

trocar system and consists of two parts: Part 1, called

‘‘Shaft Isolator,’’ contains the upper flange, isolator foil,

and coupling; Part 2, called ‘‘Trocar Isolator,’’ consists of a

trocar protected by a balloon-like isolator filled with gas.

Figure 3A–F presents how trocar placement can be per-

formed without contact between trocar pin, trocar tube, and

potentially contaminating air. When the trocar is not

inserted, the trocar shaft, which penetrates the tissue layers,

is surrounded by sterile gas. Before the procedure starts,

the skin is disinfected and the incision is made. The pro-

tection layer is peeled off the sticky pad (Fig. 3A) and the

Trocar Isolator is pressed onto the clean skin (Fig. 3B).

The trocar with trocar tube is now inserted through the tip

holder and pad of the Trocar Isolator and tissue layers

(Fig. 3C). The trocar is ready for use after the trocar pin

has been removed (Fig. 3D).

The coupling should ensure that outside air never con-

taminates the isolated volume. Therefore, a safety pin is

introduced that locks the instrument inside the Shaft Iso-

lator when the coupling is not correctly placed on the trocar

(Fig. 3E). If the coupling is correctly placed on the isolated

trocar, it locks automatically and allows the instrument to

enter the isolated trocar and anatomic cavity (Fig. 3F). By

pressing the single button on the coupling, the isolated

instrument can be removed from the isolated trocar if the

instrument is entirely withdrawn into the Shaft Isolator. If

the instrument’s shaft or tip is not entirely withdrawn into

the Shaft Isolator, the safety pin of the coupling is

obstructed and the button cannot be pressed. The location

of the button on the coupling makes it possible to unlock

the system with only one hand. All parts of the prototyped

coupling and trocar were manufactured with machinery

from the Delft University of Technology. The thin isolating

thermoplastics were shaped by hand and the seal of the

Shaft Isolator valve was made from a rubber ‘‘cofferdam’’

used in dentistry. All of the materials used were low cost

and easy to acquire.

Isolator System evaluation

The goal was to design an Isolator System for laparoscopic

surgery that does not restrict the surgeon during the lapa-

roscopic procedure. However, extra effort is needed to lock

and unlock the system. Therefore, it is important to check

the dexterity and functionality of the design.

Test setup—smoke test

The smoke test setup consists of a smoke-filled outer vol-

ume surrounding a separate internal volume that circulates

over a filter. This internal circulated volume contains an

isolated standard laparoscopic instrument that can be

locked on a pressurized trocar during testing. A container

was built from 1-mm–thick transparent Lexan to contain

the smoke around the tested Isolator System. In this con-

tainer, two iris ports provided access to the Isolator System.

Air was used to pressurize the trocar. The pressure was

generated by two diaphragm pumps (Rietschle Thomas

Netherlands BV, Woerden, Netherlands). During the

smoke tests, the pressure on the system was adjustable with

a faucet and a custom made blow-off valve. The pressure

was measured directly at the foot of the trocar with an

ATM pressure sensor (AEsensors BV, Dordrecht, Nether-

lands). To imitate the pneumoperitoneum inside the

abdomen, the pressure on the system was adjusted to

12 mmHg. A schematic image of the test setup is presented

in Fig. 4.

The analog output of the sensor was digitized with an

AD converter (Labjack U3). Another diaphragm pump

from ‘‘ASF Thomas’’ with a flow of 1 l/min in combination

with a custom-made filter house was used to determine

whether particles entered the isolated volume. The particles

were created with ‘‘toy smoke devices’’ (smoke balls) from

a Chinese manufacturer. A flat cotton ‘‘make up’’ pad

(Tippys, Paris, France) was used as a filter inside the

custom-made filter house and a microscope was used to

visually inspect the filter for particles after testing.

Fig. 4 Smoke test setup: hardware overview
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For the dexterity tests, artificial skin material (Profes-

sional Skin Pad, Mk 2, Limbs & Things, Bristol, United

Kingdom) was clamped on the inside of a customized

plastic model of the abdominal region.

Software

Besides the standard software needed to convert the signal

from the ATM sensor to data in Matlab�, a program was

written for real-time visualization of the pressure inside the

artificial pneumoperitoneum. During the smoke tests, two

lines were visible on the screen. A red line indicated the

desired pressure of the artificial pneumoperitoneum and a

blue line the pressure inside the trocar. Other programs

were written to store and plot data after the tests and to

calibrate the ATM pressure sensor.

Test design—smoke tests

The goal of all tests is to prove that the Isolator System

decreases the risk of infection. If so, the smoke tests must

indicate that outside air does not enter the Isolator System.

The smoke tests are performed inside a plastic container

filled with thick smoke. This smoke consists of sticky

particles &1 lm in diameter, which stick to everything

they come into contact with. The isolated air circulates

continuously through a filter during each test run (Fig. 5).

As soon as smoke enters the Shaft Isolator due to failure of

the Isolator System, the filter shows brown, sticky particles

on its fibers. The complete smoke test consists of 9 runs of

5 min each. The 9 runs are divided into 8 test runs and 1

baseline run. During each test run, the isolated instrument

is moved toward the trocar (Phase 1) and placed on the

pressurized trocar (Phase 2). After the coupling is locked,

the instrument is moved forward and backward in axial

direction (Phase 3). This sequence is repeated five times

during each test run. During the baseline test, the isolated

instrument is removed and smoke from the container is

directly filtered for 5 min.

During the smoke tests, vision inside the container is

blocked by thick smoke. To know whether the coupling

connects properly onto the trocar, it is necessary to visu-

alize the pressure in real time on a computer screen. After

each test run, the filter is immediately removed from the

filter house and stored in a sealed envelope. When the last

test run is finished, the particles on four different defined

areas of each filter are counted under microscopic magni-

fication. Because the complete filter surface is known, the

total number of particles on the filter can be roughly esti-

mated by scaling the number of particles found on the

defined areas.

Test design—dexterity tests

Dexterity tests were conducted on the plastic model of the

abdominal region to investigate the intuitive design of the

coupling. Therefore, three novices, students with knowl-

edge about laparoscopic surgery, were asked to place the

isolated trocar and to lock the isolated instrument on the

Fig. 5 Circulation of isolated volume through filter (top). Schematic

view in chronological order of the test method (bottom)

Fig. 6 Dexterity test setup: instrument handling was tested on a

plastic model of the inflated abdominal area
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trocar. After the coupling was locked, the subjects were

asked to move the instrument tip toward the model and

rotate the instrument as far as possible around its pivot

point. After approximately 10 s, the subject was asked to

unlock the system by using the single button on the cou-

pling. They were not told that the button can only be

pressed if the instrument was completely pulled out of the

trocar and inside the Instrument Isolator. A schematic

image of the test setup is presented in Fig. 6.

Evaluation parameters

The first parameter that was used for evaluation was the

pressure inside the Isolator System during the test runs inside

the smoke-filled container. The reason for this was to

determine whether the coupling was properly connected and

how the artificial pneumoperitoneum reacts on axial move-

ments of the isolated instrument. The second and most

important parameter was the number of particles that enter

the isolated volume around the instrument shaft and tip. After

each individual test run, the total amount of particles on a

filter was roughly estimated after the particles inside four

defined areas were counted. Because dimensions of the filter

surface and total isolated volume are known, the particle

density was easily calculated. Other parameters were the

time needed to lock the isolated instrument onto the trocar

and the time needed to unlock the instrument from the trocar.

After the dexterity tests, the force needed to press the button

of the coupling and the range of motion of the inserted

instrument also were measured.

Results

Isolator System development

A number of design specifications were established for the

Isolator System. In Table 1, column 3, the specifications of

the actual design are presented in relation to the required

value. Instrument insertion with one hand is possible.

However, for fast and easy installation, two hands are

required. Movements of the isolated trocar and instrument

are similar to movements of an instrument and trocar in

current practice. With the Isolator System, it is possible to

insert a 330-mm-long instrument shaft for 300 mm into the

trocar. Only one button is required to unlock the coupling

for instrument changes. The isolated instrument locks

automatically when placed correctly onto the trocar.

Evaluation—dexterity tests

Dexterity tests, conducted on the plastic model with nov-

ices as test subjects (n = 3), indicate that it takes an

average of 3.1 (SD, 0.74) seconds to lock the isolated

instrument on the isolated trocar. The learning curve

indicated that a novice requires roughly four attempts

before the time to lock becomes constant. At the first

attempt, two of the novices tried unsuccessfully to unlock

the coupling from the trocar while the instrument was not

completely pulled back inside the Shaft Isolator. Further-

more, it takes approximately 1 min of extra time to place

the sticky pad of the Trocar Isolator correctly on the skin.

All applied forces are within the design specification.

Based on the tests performed with the design, it is esti-

mated that the isolated instrument can be changed more

than 200 times without failure.

Evaluation—smoke tests

During all test runs performed inside the smoke-filled

container, the isolated instrument was successfully locked

onto (and unlocked from) the isolated trocar 40 times.

When the isolated instrument was locked on the isolated

trocar, instrument movements in axial direction gave no

complications. After the isolated instrument was replaced,

the coupling locked itself in all cases. The coupling cor-

rectly unlocked as soon as the button was pressed and the

instrument was completely retracted inside the shaft iso-

lator. During all test runs, the coupling remained locked

while the instrument was not completely inside the Shaft

Isolator. Figure 7 presents the gauge pressure of the arti-

ficial pneumoperitoneum during one of seven successful

test runs.

Fig. 7 Pressure inside trocar during tests. *1 Steep long spikes

indicate that pressure vastly increases during closure of the shaft

isolator valve, *2 U-shaped parts of the graph indicate that coupling is

removed from the Isolated Trocar

Table 2 Estimated mean particles density inside isolated volume

based on particles found on filters

Test number Mean density (p/l)

Test run 1, 3–7 None found

Test run 2a 0.3 9 105

Baseline test 1.0 9 1010

a Small leak due to loosening of shaft isolator
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In seven of eight test runs, no particles were found on the

filters after magnification. During run 2, a leak occurred due

to loosening of a part of the Shaft Isolator. During this test

run, smoke entered the isolated instrument due to a poor

fixation between the upper isolator flange and instrument

shaft. This problem was fixed after the flange was properly

replaced and the design was modified. Due to this small leak,

this particular filter showed a small, light-brown spot with a

diameter of 4 mm. In the baseline test, the filter showed a 1-

mm-thick, dark-brown spot with a diameter of 8 mm.

Table 2 presents the roughly estimated particle density

inside the isolated volume during each test run.

Discussion

A new Isolator System was developed for multiple laparo-

scopic and other minimally invasive procedures. This Iso-

lator System protects exposed tissue against potentially

harmful particles without restricting the surgeon performing

the procedure. Not only can the patient benefit from the

Isolator System, in case of contagious diseases, such as

hepatitis or HIV, the Isolator System could protect the

operating room and personnel against contaminating tissue

and migrating cells coming from the patient [27]. In devel-

oping countries, this Isolator System could be used in oper-

ating rooms, intensive care units, or day care centers with

limited resources. The question remains whether minimally

invasive surgery in underdeveloped countries is realistic.

Many studies indicate that, despite the under-resourced set-

tings, it is possible and sometimes even cost efficient, to

perform minimally invasive surgery in underdeveloped

countries [28–31]. Already in India, in larger hospitals, day

care centers, and camp settings, and wherever trained sur-

geons and gynecologists are available, the laparoscopic

cholecystectomy and sterilization approach is frequently

used because of its simplicity, safety, speed, and shorter

postoperative hospital stay [29–32]. To investigate whether

the Isolator System is useful for laparoscopic procedures in

under-resourced settings, an additional study needs to be

performed. This study also should indicate how many, and

under which circumstances, procedures are performed in

underdeveloped countries. Developed counties also can

benefit from the new Isolator System. If the Isolator Systems

is used in well-equipped hospitals or in combination with the

use of a robotic surgical system, sealing of the cables, tech-

nical equipment, or robotic arms may no longer be necessary.

The dexterity and smoke tests that were performed with

the prototype of the Isolator System show that it is possible

to change isolated instruments safely during the procedure.

Because no particles were found inside the isolated volume

after testing, it is concluded that the new Isolator System

can reduce the risk of contamination with harmful particles

from outside. However, longer tests, similar to real pro-

cedures, must be performed by experienced surgeons.

During the tests, professional equipment can quantify the

sterility level of the system by counting the exact number

of particles that enter the contained volume.

With the current design of the Isolator System, it is not

yet possible to perform all types of laparoscopic surgery. If

materials (e.g., needles, wires, clips) are used during the

procedure or a large amount of tissue is retracted from the

abdomen, adaptation of the design is necessary. Further-

more, the system can be modified such that the trocar valve

automatically opens at the moment the coupling is locked

on the trocar. If there is no contact between instrument

shaft and trocar valve, friction is reduced to a minimum

(Fig. 8). This greatly improves the haptic sensation of the

surgeon.

Before placement of the first isolated trocar, a separate

Veress needle is used to inflate the abdomen. In case the

trocar pin of the Isolator System is equipped with a Veress

mechanism or modified otherwise, controlled blind inser-

tion should be possible. After the Trocar Isolator is

removed at the end of a procedure, it can be necessary to

close the incision with a small number of stitches or plaster

pad. Further research is required to determine whether the

Trocar Isolator can be equipped with means to close the

incision from inside the Trocar Isolator.

Conclusions

The current Isolator System design for laparoscopy is

affordable, easy to use, and easy to adapt for use in other

Fig. 8 Conventional trocar and instrument with friction between

instrument shaft and trocar valve (left). Isolator System concept

without friction between instrument shaft and trocar valve (right)
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MIS disciplines. This makes it interesting to use Isolator

Systems in underdeveloped areas, intervention rooms, or

outpatient clinics without the necessity of a sterile envi-

ronment. Furthermore, in case of MIS performed on

patients infected with a contagious disease, such as hepa-

titis or HIV, the Isolator System could act as an extra

barrier that protects the operating room and personnel

against contamination.
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